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Proponent: No, because ;t is not accepted by us. The vaivarta body is
not caused by virtue and vice; on the contrary, it belongs to the
principal element (or it is due to the potentiality of the constituents) and hence there arises no defect. Nor are accepted
(by us) many subtle (bodies). Therefore, the defect is applicable to the thesis of the opponent (lit. others) only.
Moreover, because of non-admitting the maturity of all the
past impressions. The fault would have arisen in the case of one
admitting the maturity of all the past impressions. In our
theory, however, the maturity of the past impressions is partly.
Therefore, it carries no force.
If it is argued that their partial manifestation is illogical because there is no particularity in the cause (through which the
modification is caused partially and not full), it may be like this. The
particularity in the manifestation of the past impression, is observed
to take place due to the particularity into less or more degree in the
causes just as in case of the air? etc., in anger, etc. The cause in the
manifestation of the result is the time of departure. And, that is
without particularity. Therefore, the partial modification of the past
impressions is not justified. This is also wrong.
Why?
Because that (departure) is caused. The completion of the experience of the results of the acts done earlier and the maturity of the
acts done at present for the experience of their results is the cause of
departure ;8 the departure, on the other hand, in not (the cause) of
the maturity (of acts for fruits). Moreover, there is the absence of
some other body. In the case of the one who intends the manifestation of all the past impressions there arises the undesirable contin-
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gency of the absence of some other body due to the absence of some
other cause. If it is argued that it is due to the act done at that time.9
No, because that is not possible when the state of embryo, etc.,
meet destruction. That act of inception of the seed of the organs is
caused by the act done at that time, that body, the seed
(kir~asarira)
is destroyed at the end of the state of embryo and,
hence, since there is no impression of past deeds, there arises the undesirable contingency of absence of possibility for the other body.
Moreover, there arises the undesirable contingency of the impossibility of the other body for the immovable being. Since the impression of the past deeds is effective for the production of the body of
the immovable beings and since the impression of the past deeds is
not produced by the body of the immovable beings, there arises the
undesirable contingency of absence of the transmigration of that
(being).9 Therefore, it is right that the subtle. body, which originates
for the purpose of the conscious entity in the initial creation, transmigrates, and until the purpose of the conscious entity comes to an
end, it continues to exits.
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1.

2.
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4.
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7.

8.

9.

The senses would always be in contact with the object, and
there would not be the absence of knowledge any time.
Moreover, if the senses would be all-pervaisve, all the senses
would come in contact with all the objects and it would result
into the knowledge of all the objects simultaneously.
If the senses would be all-pervasive, they would come in contact
with all the objects and there would remain no object
obstructed from the senses where inference and verbal testimony would be applied.
The body with which it is related would be capable of doing and
knowing everything because of having an all-pervasive subtle
body.
The one possessed of ghost is perceptible while the ghost is imperceptible. Therefore, the relation with imperceptible does not
turn the perceptible also imperceptible.
Determination (adhyavasaya) stands for intellect here.
The virtue, vice, etc., are the factors for a particular subtle body
and they do not produce a gross body also. The two are
clarified by Chakravarti within paranthesis as dharmadharmayoh.
Here, air seems to denot the vital airs which are variously observed (as more of less) in accordance with the situation or
emotions.
When the result of the works done earlier is experienced and
there is no work which is matured. for giving its result immediately, the beings meet death.
In the theory of the Samkhyas, however, such a defect does not
arise because all the past impressions are not exhausted in one
birth and the remaining cause the further body.

-
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(Transmigration of subtle body)
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Opponent : If the origination of the subtle body is admitted to be
meant for the conscious entity, the purpose of the conscious
entity should be realised or finished by it (subtle body) at the
time of that (first creation) only. The transmigration in the
form of an individual soul in the form of god, man, and vile
animal should not take place again and again.
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Proponent: THE SUBTLE BODY THROUGH ITS CONNECTION WITH THE MEANS AND THEIR RESULTS ACTS
LIKE A DRAMATIC ACTOR ON ACCOUNT OF ITS
BEING UNITED WITH THE ALL-PERVASIVE POWER
OF THE COSMIC MATTER.
Though the subtle body originates for the accomplishment of
the purpose of the conscious entity, yet since all the three of the cos-
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tituents can be dominant, when the Sattva is dominated by Rajas and
Tamas and prompted by that, one hears from the sruti about the
means causing the experience of the cause, the effects like the
objects of the body and the senses, as the desirous of heaven should
perform Agnihotra ; 'through the performance of Agnistoma one
wins over the kingdom (domain) of Yama.' Then, he begins his activities with the desire for their results, taking delight in tbe causes
and the vital air etc. He performs even impure actions through mind,
speech and body on account of the strange nature of the activities of
the constituents, even though he is very cautious. Then, due to the association of the cosmic matter with all-pervasive powers, the subtle
body even though remaining of the same nature acts like a dramatic
actor acquiring the bodies of a god, man, animal and ghost ; the
similarity being in case of acquiring and giving up the particular
form. Since the all-pervasiveness is common to all of the three constituents, there is observed the mutual suppression in them. Therefore, the transmigration is caused by dispositions. Liberation is
caused by not acquiring the cause of that.

-
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(Dispositions)
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Opponent : The dispositions are mentioned by you in that connection.' and we do not understand the meaning of the word.
Hence, it should be stated as to which are these dispositions?
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Proponent: The dispositions are the virtues, etc. Virtue knowledge,
non-attachment, lordly powers, vice, ignorance, attachment
and absence of lordly powers are the dispositions.
(Sub-divisions of disposition)
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There is the difference of opinion among the authorities in this
regard. According to Pa'Ocadhikara!la, knowledge is of the two
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kinds= natural and acquired. The natural is of three kinds: arising
with the origination of the element, innate and the growing one. That
arising with the origin of the element arises in the intellect in the
form of the high understanding. The innate and growing one arise
when the body is accomplished. The innate is that which arises at the
time of the production of the group of (the cause and the effect), as
for example, the knowledge of the great seer, viz., Kapila. That which
grows arises with the application of some other cause in the case of
one whose body is already accomplished (i.e. created). The acquired
one is of two kinds- acquired by oneself and aquired with the help of
others. That acquired by oneself is iaraka.2 That acquired with the
help of others refers to the other accomplishments. It is stated also:
The knowledge which arises with the origination of the element
itself is called vaivarta, the second may be that which grows and the
third is the acquired one. This is said to have six sheaths.
Here, since the innate is similar to that originating with the
production of the elements themselves, the innate is described
without distinction. The acquired is also of two kinds. Out of them,
that acquired by himself is the Taraka; that acquired by the help of
others is of seven kinds said to be svatara, etc.
As the knowledge, so are the virtue, etc., also.
(Different views about the sub-division of Dispositions)
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However, in the view of Vindhyavasin the knowledge arising
with the origination of the elements themselves and the innate does
not exist. On the other hand, knowledge is accomplished (acquired)only. Here, the knowledge of the great seer (Kapila)also is
accomplished after the group of the composite objects is originated
on account of which the knowledge begins from listening to the
preceptor. It is also stated that the cause which is accomplished and
promotes the effect, does not give rise to something fresh. It is justified through the relation of cause and the effect. Here, it originates
sharply (or in short time) in the case of the great seer (Kapila) and it
is difficult for others (to acquirej.' This is the difference in this case.
The authority has stated that the Tiraka etc., are common to all as the dispositions are of three kinds- innate, natural and acquired.
Through the mention of innate he rejects the knowledge arising at
the time of the (origination of the) elements. It does not exist at all.
How?
If it would be so, the bringing together and arrangement of objects and (the statement of) origination of other elements would be
meaningless. When the knowledge arising in the intellet is cognised
in the intellect itself, what is the purpose of bringing together of
other objects? Moreover, in that case, the thinking of the seers is not
justified, because there is 110 restriction. There is no restriction in the
origination of the knowledge at. the time of the arrangement of the
causes and effects (body). He is not fenced with wickedness due to
which some more time is required for (the rise of knowledge).
Therefore, the knowledge originates along with the cause and effect
(body) just like the lamp and the light and, hence, it is innate. In the
case of others, however, on account of the awakwardness (dullness)
of the intellect on account of its coming from the cosmic matter after
some time it becomes soon; like that at the sight of a black serpent.
That is natural. The acquired also is twofold as is the case with the
earlier, just as the knowledge is innate in the case of the great seer;
the lordly powers in the case of mahatmys sarira; the virtues in
Bhrgu, etc.; and non-attachment in Sanaka, etc.; vice in the case of
yaksa, devils, etc.; absence of lordly powers in case of the, men and
the animals born at the time of destruction of the six attainments,
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attachment and absence of knowledge in the people other than
the great seer. They are natural also as the non-attachment in case
of lord Asuri. Virtue originated in him because of his being born
as the great seer. He drived away the impurity because of its being
contradictory to the virtue. When that (impurity) was destroyed,
the stream of purity proceeded from the cosmic matter and
favoured by that he in whom the desire to know was born due to
the stroke (or affliction) of the three constituents, renounced the
world. Similarly, the lordly powers of the Nandi (the bull of lord
Siva) through the contact with the great lord (Siva), and the virtues, etc., of Nahusa through his contact with Yagastya. The acquired dispositions are like those of ourselves. In this way, since
the authoirty mentions the dispositions of three kinds, they are not
all natural as held by Pataiijali, nor are they all acquired from
others as held by Pa1icadhikarapa. On the other hand, the great
part of the growth (i.e. transgressing the natural quantity) in the
inherent dispositions is from the cosmic matter (natural, arising
spontaneously) and the less from acquisition.'
(Three kinds of Dispositions)
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THE DISPOSITIONS LIKE VIRTUE, ETC., ARE INNATE,
NATURAL AND ACQUIRED AND ARE OBSERVED TO BE DE·
PENDENT ON THE ORGANS AS THESE SO ARE EMBRYO,
ETC., AS DEPENDENT UPON THE EFFECT (I.E. THE BODy)
Through the mention of embryo, etc., the author has stated that
the bodies are of three kinds only. Their form found in whole world
of fourteen kinds is of three kinds.5 The innate is that of the vaivarta
body like planets, stars and other small stars, as also the particularity
due to the race as the whiteness of the swan and the variegated
(colour) and clearness (not darkness) in a partridge and the
peacock. It is natural also as - on account of the notion of possessing
a magnimous body one comes to have the notion 'I will produce the
sons who will work for me, will know me and the others', the creation
as he 'ponders over comes out of the cosmic matter as in the case of
lord Siva in producing thousands of Rudras. The embryo, etc., are
acquired, as it is stated in the veda of medicines-the pregnant
woman gives birth to a son after drinking milk. Thus are explained
'the dispositions. Since they are universal (i.e. found everywhere in
the universe), the transmigration in the form of a particular state (or
mode of existence) of the subtle body takes place,6
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..

1.

I.e .• in context of transmigration

2.

It is a kind of attainment.

of subtle body .

3.

Here, the causal relation may present some problem from
Sarhkhya point of view. The effect exists in the cause prior to its
origination.
Knowledge could also be considered as existing
earlier. Even if knowledge is considered to be acquired, the
above maxim holds good with regard to the material objects and
should not be stretched too far. Knowledge is a particular form
or state of intellect and, hence, a change in state does not disturb the theory of causation.

4.

This is proved through our common experience also. Due to the
natural dispositions a man is inclined to a particular thing.

5.

The fourteen kinds of worlds are the fourteen regions (Iol.as) .
Three kinds may mean either gods, human beings and lower
animal, or the bodies like embroy of three kinds: innate, natural
and acquired. The latter interpretation seems to be nearer the
intention of the present author.

6.

Since no being is found without those, we can conclude that
they are everywhere and the subtle body transmigrates wit h
them. Of course, some dispositions arc acquired which also follow in the next

KARIKA 44
(Results of disposition)
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Opponent : Through the practice of which disposition what particular state (or mode of existence) is acquired by the subtle
body?
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Proponent: Through virtue is the rise upwards.
The virtue is already explained. Through the practice of this
there takes place the birth in the land of gods (i.e.heavenly reigns)of
eight kinds.
Through vice becomes the departure (or state of birth)
downwards.
The vice is also already explained.(Kil: 23). Through the practice of that takes place the birth in the five kinds of land of the
animals.
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Opponent : There is no propriety (in experiencing) one particular
land (through a particular disposition) because there is a particular state of beings on it. If the causality of a particular land
is restricted to the dispositions, there would be no low, medium
and high qualities in the birth, form, nature, favour (i.e. occupations) and diseases on the same place.
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Proponent : A particular land' is not restricted through it. On the
contrary, the word high means the 'superior'. Through virtue
there is rise upwards, i.e. ensues a superior birth in gods, men
or animals. Similarly, through vice is the departure downwards
i.e. the inferior birth.
THROUGH
KNOWLEDGE
LIBERATION.

ONLY

IS

ACQUIRED

THE

The word Ca means restriction. The liberation is (attained)
only by knowledge and not by any other disposition. Thus, the statement of the other teachers that the isolation ensues through non-attachment
and through (combination of) knowledge and
non-attachment, becomes negated.'
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What is the fault if it is held that the isolation of the conscious
entity ensues through non-attachment?
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Reply: This cannot be (held so).
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Why?
Because it is not in opposition to the
the contact of the cosmic matter and the
caused by attachment, their disjunction
through non-attachment
opposite to that
however, not so.

cause of transmigration.
conscious entity would
(or separation) would
(cause of contact). It

If
be
be
is,

How?

Because it comes into existence after the origination of body
which is caused by that contact. The attachment comes into existence
after the composition of body. Therefore, it cannot be considered as
the cause of the origin of body. In the theory of one holding that the
liberation ensues through knowledge, in his case it comes to be that
bondage ensues through absence of knowledge because the latter
stands in opposition to the former, and it is not that that did not exist
earlier to the origination of body. Therefore, the liberation does not
ensue through non-attachment.
Therefore, liberation does not ensue
from (the combination of) knowledge and non-attachment, because
both cannot be the cause (at a time). Therefore, it is rightly said that
the liberation ensues from knowledge only.
Therefore,
BONDAGE IS INTENDED
(OF K1"lOWLEDGE)

(TO ENSUE) FROM THE REVERSE

The absence of knowledge is opposite to knowledge. From
that ensues the bondage of three kinds : natural, personal and
evolutional.

- -
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1.

The liberation cannot be attained by non-attachment
or the
combination of non-attachment
and knowledge. Non-attachment may lead to knowledge and this only leads to liberation.
The other dispositions regulate a particular state of birth.

KARIKA 45
(Natural bondage)

am,~

'llqI6l'flf(]"l~

'1<ffif?

Opponent: Through which disposition ensues the natural bondage?

~~~IH~I((
SlfiRt(Ojq:

m~

51'f1f(]9>C'l4
~,aH"lI1at~

51'f1f(j"lrtr~

Proponent : THROUGH
NON-ATIACHMENT
MERGER INTO (EIGHT) CAUSES.

I

(RESULTS)

Thro~gh non-attachment one merges into eight causes,' this is
called the natural bondage.

am,11R ~(jllfI6l'flfM14:

mt<1T

lf~d6l'fldl

~(jllf&jISHi90 I aprr~-

fu:Iurr, cmur'iffi, cw:f'iffi, i.fl14i.flI<OI'iffi, 3ti.fl14i.fll<ol'iffi
381: ~
f-rioTt, ~ cw:f, ~ qiRUf, ~ i.fl14i.fll<oi,~:
"d"dTm ~

Wi:

~sf.ri:ifm-rr ~

~

tf((f;;;n ~

t<R:

I

{4d;;;j~~f(j

I

Opponent: If there is merger in prakrti through non-attachment, it is
immediately realised that it is no attachment towards cosmic
matter. The cosmic matter, composed of three constituents existing in the form of the cause, or effect and both the cause and
the effect, non-sentient and dependent is distinct. The conscious entity which is devoid of constituents is not an effect,
cause, both cause and effect, opposite (in nature) to that (cosmic matter), sentient and independent. Then, also there is the
merger in cosmic matter and thereby arises the undesirable
contingency of absence of liberation.2
~
~
~

Fqq4lfIF<::F(] ~

I ~~:

mr ~
mr ~ ~~ ~ ~

tlF~i.fllogI1qF(jd 51'f1('1:llf<::9>
~\ll1H:
I 31~s;ffiq

If'd6l'fldlq'''lf(q~1'1
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&l1filt I ~

~ llT~

I ~

ijW1

OIHI(i'4tifCl'U

;:jmi '1<ltlf1~~: I';r ~(lf~II!'{ I (ltxil'@fl~(lt( ~{I'(lI6tq;fMl(l ~ I
Proponent: It is the case 'from the opposite'. We shall breake it (explain) like this. The opposite of it which is non-attachment falling under the section of (satisfactions) and (in the form of)
notion of highest towards the cosmic matter etc., from it only
takes place the merger into the cosmic matter and not through
anything else.3 Or, in this case also the liberation ensuse
through the knowledge of distinction of the cosmic matter and
not through the non-attachment.
Why?
Because, as it is already stated that it is not opposite to the
cause of the birth. Moreover, there would arise the undesirable contingency of liberation in case of the 'acquatic'," Its knowledge of distinction is similar (to the one knowing its distinction from cosmic
matter) because its blemish of attachment has come to an end. This
is, however, not desirable. Therefore, it is right that the merger in
cosmic matter takes place through non-attachment.
(Personal80ndage)
~,3{~~:~:?

Opponent: How does the personal bondage take place?

~-

mnu \1Cffif~I~~I~trtmt.1
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I ami ~:
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~
stqd'"1l.fl !l0I~f~~f.qjZfl~f1e!q;~f14dCf>'"1f\i'CfIll_
I v:et ~
~~~:OOsmUTmlI
Proponent: Through attachment abounding ill Rajas takes place transmigration (world). 5
Attachment is the lust for the objects - perceptible and taught
in the scriptures. Through the attachment to the perceptible objects
one performs the acts causing the attachment to them. Therefore, he
is born there in the world.6 Through the desire for the objects taught
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in the scriptures one begins sacrifice etc. From that takes place the
birth in the heaven, etc. This is the personal bondage. A person who
starts the acts through the desire of the objects - perceptible and
taught in the scriptures with a view to get these objects, performs the
acts leading to the undesirable results also due to the strangeness in
the functioning of the constituents. Thus, the birth in human form or
in some other state is caused by the attachment.
(Propriety of the term abounding in Rajas)

mnu

am, {1'>1tiqt'lOIl"1~
(1('{cfCflf-'lIstJlIf(:! I {;oflF'lIOl'l1v:cr
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I

ft UTT:!

<Pf

Opponent : The mention of the word abounding in Rajas in the text
carries no sense because the attachment is caused by that
(Rajas) itself. The attachment is ca'used by Rajas only. Hence,
only this that transmigration is caused by attachment should be
stated. The mention of Rajas is meaningless.
"6,xffi-q, rC!tp'l~il~ol(Cll(( I ~"lIT
I ar~"lIT

;n~rlOle:lji4~

.rn:~

UTI:If tiBI~tlft~flll~fll
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tllOIr~tlIOIEllHI~it(SHI1{111:SlCf"l"l{PTIqr

mm~~1
Proponent: No, because the object serves as a qualification. This is
stated so to suggest the meaning that the attachment in the objects only is the cause of transmigration. Otherwise, the attachment of aX!ascetic towards the practice of restraint, observance
and meditation, etc., which is abounding in Sattva or the
attachment to religious discourse would also be for the sake
of (i. e. would lead) to transmigration.
(Non-obstruction through supernatural powers)

~*'tltllGfC4~
lit:
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~~~:I

FROM
SUPERNATURAL
OBSTRUCTION.

POWERS

(RESULTS)

NON-

From the eight types of supernatural powers, to be atomic etc.,
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stated above, arises the non-obstruction
in the respective
The lust (i.e. attachment) to that is the evolutional bondage.7

objects.
.

(Absence of knowledge is the root of dispositions)
~,

~

f:n~\l~f~~(hl'lllfc::f~

~

~

ll~Xh'HI~

I \lrnRft~~HI1<1:4lcll~OI \If':1<1'x~f~ra
I

"Pl~~
Opponent

: If the three kinds of bondage is caused by three respec-

tive causes like non-attachment,

the statement that the bondage

is caused by absence of knowledge comes to be wrong. The absence of knowledge being a different disposition should have a
different result.
~-

~, 'i~CfiI{OI~I([I ~HCI~<1Hi~ 'WfRt ~
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Proponent

(f;ff~

l@'ll
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~,

: No, because of its ·being the root-cause. The absence of

KnO\yledge serves as a (general)
dispositIons

devoid

of kno

cause fa! all the results of the
~ge,8 -since all the others

are

caused by that i.e. absence of ktmwledge. The non-attachment
of a man possessed

of knowledge

. does not lead to) the merger

is not for the sake of (i.e .

into the cosmic matter.

Thus,

since the others are not observed in case of the great seer; etc.,
and since it is wrong that the different results proceed from the
same (one) cause, the uncommon
etc., are postulated

separately;

causes like non-attachment,

the absence of knowledge, how-

ever, is common and hence there is no fault.
(Result of absence of lordly powers)
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FROM
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(THEREOF).
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REVERSE

(RESULTS)

THE

OPPOSITE

From the absence of lordly powers results the obstruction opposite to the eight kinds of non-obstruction like atomic size, etc.
Thus, after acquiring the eight types of dispositions, virtue, etc., the
eight types of results take place. Thus is explained the creation of the
elements and the dispositions. This is postulated as a form and activity of the manifest. We shall speak of the result now.
(Here ends the eighth discourse and the third chapter in the
Yuktidipikii)

KARIKA 45
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

The eight causes are cosmic matter, intellect, egoism and five
subtle elements which produce the dissimilar objects.
The cosmic matter is in four forms: cause, i.e. the root cause of
everything, effect, i.e. the objects which do not produce anything, both the cause and effect i.e. intellect, egoism and the five
subtle elements. The fourth kinds is that which is neither the
cause nor an effect. This may signify the cosmic matter in the
state of dissolution when it does not produce anything and there
is only sadrsaparinama (modification into their own form) in
the constituents.
It does not mean that the conscious entity physically merges in
cosmic matter; but one is satisfied with the notion that the cosmic matter is the highest principle.
Cf. Y.D. on karika 50.
Attachment is a factor for determining further state of birth.
Man develops intense desire for an object and acts accordingly
which determines his nature and this serves as a factor leading
to a particular state of birth.
It is called vaikarika because it is with reference to the vikaras
(evolutes) of the cosmic matter. Such a man does not experience obstruction in his way to get any evolute.
Cf. Yogasutra 2.4

